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Now there is no reason you shouldn't be able to use Wordpress for all your website needs! Powerful

version 3.X is here. Tutorials include instructions on the new multi-site feature! Here's what's covered in

Wordpress 3.x Video Series 40 Plus Professional Video WordPress Videos Static or blog style home

page. - On the previous versions of Wordpress, this is not supported. So this is new training. (NEW)

Thousands of site designs to choose from. (NEW) A new default theme with easy customization tools -

You will love this new feature of Wordpress 3.xx as this will give you more flexibility even you don't know

about coding. (NEW) Automatic install of plugins and themes Easy installation Custom Menus (NEW)

Child themes (NEW) Multi site functionality. Run unlimited blogs from one install (NEW) All this and a

great deal more is covered in the tutorials included in the Wordpress Video Mastery Tutorial Series!

Wordpress has done some great things in version 3.X. One of the greatest things they did (in my opinion)

in integrate Wordpress MU within version 3.X. That means you can run a blog farm or a blogging service

from one install of Wordpress. The new default theme is attractive and very easy to customize with

integrated tools for changing colors and site header. Custom menus are integrated as well. Child themes

enable you to make changes to any theme without touching the original code. That way if a theme is

updated you do not lose the changes you made. This version of Wordpress is really far superior to any

blogging platform out there. Don't forget, Wordpress is much more than a blogging platform. You can use

it to design entire sites quickly and easily! You really need to start using Wordpress to enhance your

business. I will show you exactly how to install and set up Wordpress and use the advanced functions

that are new to version 3.X. All you have to do is follow the simple instructions in my video series.
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